Let’s Talk About….FLOODS ! ! !
“We have nothing to fear….except the creators and manipulators of FEAR”
I have corrected the lie of FDR on the “surprise” aspect of the Day of Infamy, and the lie
on the true source of that which we should fear, the demonic, monarch-monopolist ruling
cabal. Imperialists have known for a long time that once the servile native populations
have been subjugated to colonies, the only way to provoke massive warfare was to
distribute destructive power evenly, giving the illusion of successful outcome to armed
conflicts, and then appeal to the basest tribal motives. This process is well documented
in The Creature from Jekyll Island, by G Edward Griffin and the Youtube video, All
Wars Are Bankers Wars.
There is ample evidence that the rote history of American public ‘education’ is an
intentional fraud, and the careful, intentional stage setting by the ruling elites is concealed
from this false paradigm reality. The ‘Nazi Miracle’ was funded by British and
American capitol, directed by the Rothschilds, Rockefeller, Morgan and Senator Prescott
Bush. FDR appointed Ambassador Dodd resigned when he learned that US banks had
invested over $100 million in Germany between 1932 and 1939, and that none of the
principle, or promised interest payments had been made by the elitist chosen puppet,
Hitler. The Japanese navy was built, trained and directed by the British to attack Russia,
Korea and China. All of these dominoes were stage set over decades, for a planned
second world war. Comfortable with the concept of total warfare to annihilate the
peasants and bankrupt the middle class, the emergent nuclear weapons posed a risk to the
elites that limited their traditional ‘equal’ opponent game plans.
America has been forced into endless, deficient spending, proxy warfare for sixty six
years, with no end in sight. Admitted in the elites published agenda is the fact that the
‘final solution’ to an independent middle class and threats of Universal Democracy would
require total warfare on other fronts. The final battles will be fought with robots and
genetically directed bio-weapons, but the economic control grid super structure would
first employee Faux Science to convince humans that we were the cause of our planets
destruction, and therefore worthy of destruction. The trifecta of elite agenda directed,
taxpayer funded false Carbon science was created, starting with the Hubbert ‘peak’ oil
hypothesis, followed by Carbon climate forcing and the Carbon-free solution of
‘sustainable’ energy. All of these frauds are easily disproved, but we will now focus on a
side show of the climate forcing meme.
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There is ZERO private sector demand for ‘Climatology” and this government fed science
pressure group was conceived with a congenital defect in Thermodynamics allowing a
double speak that is scientific only to the untrained. Once massive government spending
allowed the Carbon climate forcing hypothesis to be plausible, then the politicians were
to implement the action plan, forcing controls and taxes on all energy use on the planet.
The cornerstone of this fraud was the 1996 Kyoto Treaty, adopted by most governments
and sent to Slick Willy Clinton to ramrod through the Senate with the required 2/3
majority approval in time for the regular 30 year solar cycle peak in 1998. When passed,
the naturally occurring cooling cycle could be claimed on prompt government action.
Despite the best in demonic planning, unpredicted events often intervene, in this case an
intern Lewinsky put Slick Willy’s Little Willy in the headlines, require a hastily staged
Serbian war and a loss of political capital and will to finalize the Kyoto power grab. At
this point Nature intervened with a natural cooling cycle, in spite of increasing human
Carbon use and increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The FRAUD was in danger
of being exposed and additional stage props were necessary. Then the environmental
alarmist brought out the full range of hysteria….melting polar caps, rising seas, ocean
acidification, species extinction, massive cooling, massive storms, massive droughts and
massive flooding. Never mind that most of these conditions are provably false, and many
are self contradicting, the fraud must go on. We will now examine the “Flooding Fraud”.
If you are going to claim that ‘massive recent flooding in the US is caused by increased
greenhouse gases’, then you are required to put US flooding into historical perspective.
In his definitive work, Rising Tide, on the greatest natural disaster in the history of the
United States, author John M Barry gives the complete history of flooding along the
Mississippi River, and by far the worst event, the flood of 1927. This is a 425 page
analysis with an exhaustive 50 page reference list. This flood took the low water flow of
the Big Muddy from 20,000 cubic feet per second to over 3 million. This flood covered
27,000 square miles in seven states, and measured from furthest east, to furthest west
from the normal banks, this flood was 125 miles wide.
The Mississippi River drains 41% of the area of the original 48 states. Measured from its
mouth to furthest source, as is the usual practice, this is the longest river in the world.
The Amazon has the largest flow, but the Mississippi competes with the Congo for
second place flow on an annual basis. There are accurate measurements of major flood
events along the river for over 200 years. Barry does an excellent job in reviewing the
pathetic, inept understanding and ‘control’ of this great natural force by the US Army
Corps of Engineers. He documents the horrid conditions of the black and white
sharecroppers during the event, and the role of powerful bankers in extorting public
money during and after the flood.
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The accepted One Hundred Year and Five Hundred Year Flood Charts prepared by the
Corp of Engineers and FEMA are a statistical ruse, using the insurance actuarial tables
with assumed time line values. We do have empirical data on the 200 year flood level of
the Mississippi, and we know that NO effort humanly possible will prevent the next flood
event from casing a major change in the course of the river and the shape of the nation.
A repeat of the 1927 level of flooding will cause massive overflow through the swampy,
Atchafalaya basin. The loose soils will be rapidly swept away, the surface currents will
induce ground water flows that will cause sinkholes in the adjoining terra firma and a
massive wedge will be cut out of Louisiana between Lafayette and Baton Rouge. New
Orleans will be left with a muddy slough filled with Gulf salt water. These changes were
predicted by the late Edgar Casey and are beyond the power of government to direct.
The Flood of 1927 destroyed nearly a million homes, leaving millions homeless and
jobless. The flood caused a massive migration to the north and west, exposed racial fault
lines which had been softening, changed national politics, projecting Herbert Hoover into
the White House and Huey Long into the Louisiana governor’s mansion. Author Barry
provides complete analysis and references of this disaster as well as a previous disaster,
the Spanish Flu of 1918. Barry’s book The Great Influenza, documents the spread of the
worst pandemic in recorded history and the progressive roots to the cause and
amplification of that disaster. The Progressive proponents ability to lie, manipulate and
amplify disasters are directly tied to these two American event. The approximate death
count of 250 in the great flood is likely underestimated, as the sharecropper populations
which moved to the north and west were poorly documented. The death toll from the
Spanish Flu, which originated in Kansas and could have been controlled with previous
quarantine procedures is estimated at 50 to 100 million world-wide. The million man
loss to influenza drained the armed forces of both sides in World War One, and was the
greatest factor in the eventual 1918 peace.
The rebuttal of Carbon forced flooding need not be limited to recent, or to US history. In
his excellent book Underworld, author Graham Hancock provides maps of the end of the
last Ice Age with sea levels that are 440 feet below current levels. There is evidence that
most of this change occurred in less than one thousand years and that there was an event
causing a fifty foot rise in as little as a day. This would be flooding in a ‘biblical’ sense,
and is incorporated into the native myths of disparate populations world-wide. There is
no evidence that human Carbon use created or affected any of the Mississippi floods, or
to the melting of the miles thick polar caps at the end of the last Ice Age. There is
massive evidence that ‘our’ government is directing false science to control all human
efforts for the benefit of a powerful few. Until the time that New Think is fully
implemented and enforced by the Thought Police, you have the right to question, and the
moral requirement to speak out against untruths. You are still free to call the hysteria of
Carbon caused flooding what it is, government funded propaganda.
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